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According to a report by El Financiero (11/27/90), the employment generated and wages paid by
the maquiladora industry are exaggerated. In reality, the majority of maquilas are small-scale
enterprises, employing less than 25 persons. The same enterprises pay among the lowest wages
throughout the world for the type of labor performed. The 60-ha. Tijuana Industrial Park, one of the
three industrial parks located in the city, has space for 30 maquiladora plants. At present, only seven
plants are operating in the park. Three of the seven were featured in the El Financiero report. The
three plants manufacture computers, diskettes, and Samsung televisions, and all operate on a 24hour basis, divided into three work shifts. The computer plant employs 50 persons, 35 in production,
and 15 in administration. The diskette manufacturer's work force consists of 75, and the television
plant, 60. All employees at the three plants earn the equivalent of between 1.5 and 2 minimum
wages. In Singapore, the average wage earned by maquiladora employees is the equivalent of
2.09 minimum wages. In Korea, the average is 2.49, and in Taiwan, 3.03. The Mexican average is
1.59, although each employee produces an average of 125 times in value added the amount of his
or her wage. The computer factory produces 120 computers per day, with value added totaling
one billion pesos. The diskette plant produces 55,000 diskettes per day, worth 2,500 million pesos
in value added. Workers at the television plant turn out 1,800 televisions per day, adding almost
one billion pesos in value to the product. At the time El Financiero staff conducted its study, 1,893
maquiladora plants were operating in Mexico, employing a total of 460,000 workers. Thus, the
average number of employees per plant was 23. El Financiero reported that only 2% of the inputs
used in the maquiladora industry are produced in Mexico. The maquiladoras rely on cheap energy
and infrastructure. For instance, each of the three plants featured in the study paid less than 20
million pesos for rent on a monthly basis. (Source: El Financiero, 11/27/90)
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